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Abstract
Boolean satisfiability (SAT) is arguably the quintessential NP-complete problem,
believed to be intractable in general. Yet, over the last two decades, engineers
have designed and implemented conflict-driven clause-learning (CDCL) SAT solving
algorithms that can efficiently solve real-world instances with tens of millions of
variables and clauses in them. Despite their dramatic impact, SAT solvers remain
poorly understood. There are significant gaps in our theoretical understanding of
why these solvers work as well as they do. This question of “why CDCL SAT solvers
are efficient for many classes of large real-world instances while at the same time
perform poorly on relatively small randomly-generated or cryptographic instances”
has stumped theorists and practitioners alike for over two decades. In this chapter,
we survey the current state of our theoretical understanding of this question, future
directions, as well as open problems.

1.1 Introduction: The Boolean SAT Problem and Solvers
Boolean satisfiability (SAT) is one of the central problems in computer science and
mathematics, believed to be intractable in general. This problem has been studied
intensively by theorists since it was shown to be NP-complete Cook (1971). The
problem can be stated as follows:
Problem Statement 1.1 (The Boolean Satisfiability Problem) Given a
Boolean formula φ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) in conjunctive normal form (CNF) over Boolean
variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , determine whether it is satisfiable. We say that a formula φ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) is satisfiable if there exists an assignment to the variables
of φ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) such that the formula evaluates to true under that assignment.
Otherwise, we say the formula is unsatisfiable. This problem is also sometimes referred to as CNF-SAT.
There are many variations of the SAT problem that are all equivalent from a
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worst-case complexity-theoretic perspective. By SAT, we always refer to the CNFSAT problem, unless otherwise stated. A SAT solver is a computer program aimed
at solving the Boolean satisfiability problem.
More recently, practitioners who work in software engineering (broadly construed
to include software testing, verification, program analysis, synthesis), computer
security, and AI have shown considerable interest in SAT solvers. This is due to
the efficiency, utility, and impact of solvers on software engineering (Cadar et al.,
2006), verification (Clarke et al., 2001), and AI planning (Kautz et al., 1992). The
success of SAT solvers can be attributed to the fact that engineers have designed
and implemented highly scalable CDCL SAT solving algorithms (or simply, SAT
solvers1 ) that are able to efficiently solve multi-million variable instances obtained
from real-world applications. What is even more surprising is that these solvers
often outperform special-purpose algorithms designed specifically for the abovementioned applications. Having said that, it is also known that SAT solvers perform
poorly on relatively small randomly-generated or cryptographic instances (Balyo
et al., 2017). Therefore, the key question in SAT solver research is:
Key Question in SAT Research: “why are CDCL SAT solvers efficient for many
classes of real-world instances while at the same time perform poorly on randomlygenerated or cryptographic instances?”
This question has stumped theorists and practitioners alike for over two decades.
In order to address this question we have to go beyond traditional worst-case complexity, and develop a parameterized complexity-theoretic understanding of realworld formulas over which CDCL solvers perform well. In this chapter, we survey
the state of our knowledge vis-a-vis complexity-theoretic understanding of the power
of SAT solvers as well as empirical studies of industrial instances that shed light on
this central question.

1.1.1 The Central Questions
Here we list a set of key questions that are essential for a deeper understanding of
SAT solvers, followed by sections where we discuss answers to them.
1. Modelling SAT Solvers as Proof Systems: Perhaps the most important
question in this context of understanding SAT solvers is the following: “what is
an appropriate mathematical model for CDCL SAT solvers that explains both
their efficacy as well as limitations?”. This question is of paramount importance
not only from a theoretical point of view, but as we argue below, critical from a
practical solver-design perspective as well. (We discuss detailed answers to this
question in Section 1.3.)
1

While researchers have studied a variety of algorithms for the Boolean SAT problem, in this chapter
we focus only on sequential CDCL SAT solvers. The reason is that to-date only these solvers seem
to scale well for large real-world industrial instances, which is the key mystery addressed here.
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Over the last two decades, a consensus has developed among most theorists
and practitioners that SAT solvers are best modelled as proof systems, i.e., a
collection of proof rules and axioms. The history of this consensus is quite interesting and goes back to folklore theorems about DPLL SAT solvers (Davis et al.,
1962) that state that they are essentially equivalent to tree-like resolution (for
unsatisfiable inputs). Given that DPLL SAT solvers form the basis for the more
powerful CDCL methods, the known connection between DPLL and tree-like
resolution naturally led to the conjecture that CDCL (with non-deterministic
variable/value selection and restarts) are polynomially equivalent to general resolution, a proof system known to be stronger than tree-like resolution (Pipatsrisawat and Darwiche, 2011; Atserias et al., 2011). This result highlights the
mathematical value of modelling solvers as proof systems. First, the “solvers-asproof-systems” abstraction enables one to leverage powerful methods and results
from proof complexity to obtain lower and upper bounds on the length of proofs
constructed by solvers. Second, proof complexity suggests many different kinds of
proof rules (e.g., extended resolution (Krajı́ček, 2019)) that can be incorporated
into solvers, thus strengthening them further. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, proof complexity enables a much deeper understanding of the power of
certain solver heuristics (e.g., clause learning), that are best understood in terms
of proof rules (general resolution).
While proof systems are a natural and elegant way to model SAT solvers,
given that they are designed to construct proofs for unsatisfiable formulas, it is
quite legitimate to ask whether they are suitable for studying solver behavior
over satisfiable instances as well. It turns out that even when an input formula is
satisfiable, SAT solvers generate proofs that establish unsatisfiability of the parts
of the search space that do not contain satisfying assignments, thus guiding the
solver away from fruitless parts of the search space (the set of all assignments).
Hence, one could argue that proof systems are an excellent mathematical model
for studying the complexity of SAT solvers for both satisfiable and unsatisfiable
instances.
2. Proof Search and SAT Solvers: While modeling solvers as proof systems
enables us to prove upper and lower bounds, it does not quite address the issue of proof search. Proof systems, by their very nature, are best defined as
non-deterministic objects. SAT solvers, however, are efficient implementations
of proof systems. Hence, in order to properly frame the notion of proof search,
we need to view solvers as optimization procedures that attempt to find the
optimal (e.g., shortest) proof for a given input. Theorists refer to this as automatizability of proof systems (Bonet et al., 2000). Informally, we say that a proof
system is automatizable if there exists an algorithm that can find a proof for a
unsatisfiable formula with only polynomial overhead (in the size of the formula)
over the optimal proof. (We address this in Section 1.4.)
3. Parameteric Understanding of Boolean Formulas: The topic that has
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probably received the most attention in the context of understanding solvers is
that of parameterization of Boolean formulas (i.e., parameters that enable us
to classify formulas as easy or hard for solvers). This question can be restated
as “what is a precise mathematical parametric characterization of real-world
industrial or application instances over which SAT solvers perform well, and
dually, of families of instances over which they perform poorly?”. Examples
of parameters that have been extensively studied include the clause-variable
ratio, backdoors, backbones, community structure, and merge. We discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of these parameters. The crucial requirement that these
parameters have to satisfy is that they should be amenable to both theoretical
analysis (i.e., enable parameterized complexity-theoretic bounds) as well as be
relevant in practice (i.e., empirically explain the power of solvers and enable the
design better ones). We address this in Section 1.5. (See also Chapter 2 for a
general discussion on parameterized complexity.)
4. Proof Complexity and Solver Design: In addition to the above-mentioned
benefits of the “solvers-as-proof-systems” model, proof complexity theory also
enables us to systematize practical solver design. Without the aid of proof complexity, practical solvers can seem like an incredibly complicated jumble of heuristics. When viewed, however, through the lens of proof systems, we can discern
that certain solver heuristics correspond to proof rules (e.g., clause learning corresponds to the resolution proof rule), while other methods are aimed at optimally
sequencing/selecting proof rules (e.g., branching) or (re)-initializing proof search
(e.g., restarts). Further, solver heuristics that are aimed at sequencing proof rules
or initializing proof search, can be profitably implemented using online, dynamic,
and adaptive machine learning (ML) methods. In a series of papers, Liang et al.
(2016, 2018) make exactly this point by designing and implementing a series of
efficient ML-based CDCL SAT solvers. In Section 1.6, we discuss how theoretical
concepts (proof systems) and practical insights (ML-based proof-rule sequencing/selection) can be brought together for better solver design. (See also Chapter
30 for ML-based algorithm design.)

1.2 Conflict Driven Clause Learning (CDCL) SAT Solvers
In this Section, we briefly describe the CDCL SAT solver (Marques-Silva and
Sakallah, 1996; Moskewicz et al., 2001), whose pseudo code is presented in Algorithm 1. The CDCL algorithm is built on top of the well known DPLL method
developed originally by Davis et al. (1962), and differs from it primarily in its use
of the following heuristics: conflict analysis and clause learning (Marques-Silva and
Sakallah, 1996), effective variable- and value-election heuristics (Moskewicz et al.,
2001; Liang et al., 2016), restarts (Liang et al., 2018), clause deletion (Audemard
and Simon, 2013), and lazy data structures (Moskewicz et al., 2001). The CDCL
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Algorithm 1 The CDCL SAT Solving Algorithm
1: function CDCL(φ, µ)
2:
Input: A CNF formula φ, and an initially empty assignment trail µ
3:
Output: SAT or UNSAT
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

dl = 0;
. : Initially, decision level dl is 0
if (CONFLICT == Boolean Constraint Propagation(φ,µ)) then
return UNSAT;
else if (all variables have been assigned) then
return SAT;
end if
do
. The search loop
x = DecisionHeuristic(φ,µ); . Variable- and value-selection heuristic
dl = dl + 1;
. : Increment dl for each
S
µ = µ (x, dl);
. Add literal x to the assignment trail µ
if (CONFLICT == Boolean Constraint Propagation(φ, µ)) then
{β, C} = ConflictAnalysis(φ, µ);
. Analyze conflict, learn clause C and backjump level β
AddLearnedClause(C)
. Add C to learned clause database
if β < 0 then
. β is the backjump level
return UNSAT;
. Top-level conflict
else if (restart condition met) then
restart;
. dl is set to 0, and assignment trail µ is emptied
else
backtrack(φ, µ, β);
. Backjump to start search again
dl = β;
end if
end if
while (all variables have NOT been assigned)
return SAT;
end function

algorithm is a sound, complete, and terminating backtracking decision procedure
for Boolean logic. It takes as input a Boolean formula φ in CNF and an initially
empty assignment µ (aka assignment trail), and outputs SAT if the input formula
φ has a solution, and outputs UNSAT otherwise.
Given the intricacies of the CDCL algorithm, it is difficult to describe its implementation in great detail in a few short pages 2 . Instead, we focus on a conceptual and theoretically interesting presentation. For example, we discuss sub-routines
2

We refer the reader to the Handbook of Satisfiability for a fuller discussion on implementation
details of CDCL SAT solvers as well as their rich history (Biere et al., 2009).
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such as clause learning and boolean constraint propagation (BCP) that are essential
for a theoretical explanation of why solvers are efficient, rather than implementation
of lazy data structures. Further, all our theoretical models have no clause deletion
policy, partly because we have virtually no theoretical understanding of the impact
of such policies on solver behavior.
Another important modelling decision often made is to assume that certain solver
heuristics (e.g., restarts and variable/value selection) are non-deterministic or allpowerful. That is, for an unsatisfiable input, the dynamic choices made by these
heuristics enable the CDCL solver to find the shortest proof (in the number of proof
steps) of its unsatisfiability, with only a polynomial time overhead in proof search
over the optimal for that input. Such modelling choices are very valuable for two
reasons: first, they enable us to establish the strongest possible lower bounds (under
non-deterministic assumptions), and second, they simplify the theoretical analysis.
Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP): The CDCL algorithm first calls the
BCP subroutine on input formulas without having branched on variables in it (line 6
in Algorithm 1). If a conflict is detected at this level (i.e., a top-level conflict), then
CDCL returns UNSAT. The BCP subroutine (also referred to as unit propagation)
is an incomplete SAT solver that takes as input a Boolean formula in CNF, and
outputs SAT, UNSAT, or UNKNOWN. It repeatedly applies the unit resolution
rule to the input formula until it reaches a fixpoint. The unit resolution rule is a
special case of the general resolution rule, where at least one of the clauses input
to the rule is unit (i.e., contains exactly one unassigned literal under the current
partial assignment). For example, consider the clauses (x) and (¬x∨α), which when
resolved results in derived clause (α) written as: (x) (¬x ∨ α) ` (α). (We choose
to use the symbol ` to denote a derivation or proof step, with antecedents on its
left side and consequent on its right side.)
Repeated applications of the unit resolution rule to an input formula, until reaching a fixpoint, amount to maintaining a queue of unit clauses, simplifying the formula (along with all the learned clauses in the solver’s learned clause database)
with respect to the ”current” unit clause (i.e., all occurrences of the current unit
literal in the formula are assigned true, the occurrences of the complement of this
unit literal are assigned false, and the clauses in the input formula are appropriately
simplified), popping the “current” unit literal from the queue and adding implied
units to the unit clause queue, and repeating this process until this queue is empty.
A variable x that is assigned a value (alternatively, a variable whose value is set)
as a result of applying BCP (one or more application of the unit resolution rule) is
said to be implied/propagated.
BCP may return CONFLICT (i.e., the current partial assignment is unsatisfying
for the input formula) or SAT (i.e., all variables have been assigned values true
or false) or UNKNOWN. If BCP returns CONFLICT at the top-level, without
having made decisions (line 7 and line 20), then this means that the input formula
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is UNSAT. If, on the other hand, all the variables of the input formula have been
assigned, then this means that the solver has found a satisfying assignment and it
returns SAT (line 9 and line 29). Else, it means that the BCP subroutine returns
UNKNOWN, i.e., it cannot decide by itself whether the formula is SAT or UNSAT.
This causes the variable and value-selection heuristics to be invoked, that select an
unassigned variable and assign it a truth value (line 12) 3 , and iteratively search
for a satisfying assignment to the input formula by extending the current partial
assignment (line 11).
Variable- and Value-selection Heuristics: Variable selection heuristics4 are
subroutines that take as input the partial state of the solver (e.g., learned clauses
and current partial assignment), compute a total order over the unassigned variables
of the input formula, and output the highest ranked variable in this order (line 12).
Value-selection heuristics are subroutines that take as input a variable and output
a truth value. After a variable selection heuristic selects an unassigned variable to
branch on, the selected variable is then assigned a truth value given by a valueselection heuristic and added to the current partial assignment (line 14). Solver
researchers have understood for a long time that both variable- and value-selection
heuristics play a crucial role in the performance of solvers and a considerable amount
of research has gone into their design (Liang et al., 2016, 2018). Unfortunately, due
to space limitations we will only present a very brief sketch of the work done on
this topic.
Decision Levels, Assignment Trail, and Antecedents: On line 5 of the CDCL
Algorithm 1, the solver initializes the variable dl (abbrev. for current decision level)
to 0. The variable dl keeps track of the number of decisions in the current partial
assignment as the solver traverses paths in the search tree of the input formula.
Whenever a variable in the input formula is branched on (a decision variable), the
variable dl in the CDCL algorithm is incremented by 1 (line 13). When the solver
backjumps after ConflictAnalysis, the current decision level is modified to the level
that the solver backjumps to (line 25).
The assignment trail (aka decision stack or partial assignment) µ is a stack data
structure, where every entry corresponds to a variable, its value assignment, and
its decision level. Whenever a variable x is branched or decided upon, an entry
corresponding to x is pushed onto the assignment trail. Further, whenever the
solver backjumps from level d to some level d − β, all entries with decision level
higher than d − β are popped from the assignment trail. The decision level of a
variable is computed as follows: for unassigned variables it is initialized to -1. Unit
3
4

The variable being assigned by the solver’s variable selection heuristic is sometimes also referred to
as a branching or decision variable.
Variable selection heuristics are sometimes also referred to as branching, with the variable output
by them referred to as branching or decision variables. The term decision heuristic typically refers
to the combination of variable- and value-selection heuristics. The literal returned by a decision
heuristic is referred to simply as a decision or decision literal. The term decision variable refers to
the variable that corresponds to a decision.
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variables in the input formula are assigned decision level 0. Whenever a variable is
decided or branched upon, its decision level is set to dl + 1. Finally, the decision
level of an implied literal xi is the same as the decision level of the current decision
variable in the assignment trail.
In addition to the decision level and the truth value assigned to a variable, the
solver maintains another dynamic object for every variable x, namely, its antecedent.
As the solver branches, propagates, backjumps or restarts, the values this object
takes may change. The antecedent or the reason clause of a variable x is the unit
clause c (under the current partial assignment) used by BCP to imply x. For variables that are decisions or unassigned, the antecedent is NIL.
The Search Loop in CDCL: If there is no conflict at the top level, i.e., dl=0
(line 6), then the algorithm checks whether all the variables of the input formula
have been assigned a value (line 8). If so, the solver simply returns SAT. Else,
it enters the body of the do-while loop on line 11, decides on a variable of the
input formula using its variable-and value-election heuristics (the DecisionHeuristic
subroutine on line 12), increments the decision level (line 13), pushes the decision
variable to the partial assignment or the assignment trail µ, along with its decision
level (line 14), and performs BCP (line 15). If BCP returns CONFLICT (i.e., the
current assignment µ is unsatisfying for the input formula), then conflict analysis
is triggered (line 17).
Conflict Analysis and Clause Learning: The conflict analysis and clause learning sub-routine is perhaps the most important part of a CDCL SAT solver. The
ConflictAnalysis subroutine (line 17) determines a reason or root cause for the conflict, learns a corresponding conflict or learned clause, and computes the backjump
level. Most CDCL solvers implement what are known as asserting clause learning
schemes, i.e., ones that learn clauses containing exactly one variable from the highest decision level (we discuss this in more detail in Section 1.3). If the backjump
level is below 0, then the solver returns UNSAT (line 20) since this corresponds to
deriving false. Otherwise, the CDCL solver may jump back several decision levels
in the search tree (line 24), unlike in the DPLL case where the solver backtracks
only one decision level.
One of the simplest forms of clause learning is the Decision Learning Scheme
(DLS). While it is not the most effective (that honor goes to the first-UIP method
by Moskewicz et al. (2001)), DLS is certainly easy to explain. The key idea behind
DLS can be explained as follows: all solvers, irrespective of the asserting learning
scheme they implement, maintain a directed acyclic graph of implications whose
nodes are variables (either decision or propagated), and there is an edge from node
a to node b if setting a caused BCP to set b as well, under the current partial
assignment. Whenever the solver detects a conflict, this graph is analyzed by the
ConflictAnalysis subroutine with the goal of determining the root cause of said
conflict. In DLS, the ConflictAnalysis subroutine simply takes the negation of the
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conjunction of decisions responsible for the conflict, and the learned clause thus
computed is stored in a learned clause database. Such learned clauses prevent subsequent invocations of BCP from making the same combination of mistakes (i.e.,
decisions) that led to the conflict. This process is repeated until the solver correctly
determines the satisfiability of the input formula.
Backjumping: In its simplest form, the backtracking step in a DPLL solver works
as follows: upon reaching a conflict, these solvers undo the last decision that led to
the conflict, which leads the solver to backtrack to the previous decision level and
continue its search. In the context of CDCL solvers many backtracking methods
have been explored. Perhaps the most well-known is called non-chronological backtracking (or simply, backjumping), wherein, the solver backjumps to the secondhighest decision level over all the variables in the asserting learned clause. Jumping
to the second-highest decision level has the benefit that the asserting clause is now
unit under the “current” partial assignment (post backjump) 5 .
Restarts: The original restart heuristic was first proposed by Gomes et al. (1998),
in the context of DPLL SAT solvers. The idea behind restart policies is very simple:
the assignment trail of a solver is erased at carefully chosen intervals during its run
(with the exception of learned unit clauses which are not deleted). It is well-known
that restarts are a key solver heuristic, both empirically and theoretically. The original idea behind restarts, referred to as the heavy-tailed distribution explanation,
is that SAT solvers have variance in their run time due to randomization, and may
get unlucky resulting in uncharacteristically long run times. A restart in such cases
gives the solver a second chance of getting a shorter run time. This explanation
has now been partially discarded in favor of an empirically more robust argument
that restarts enable solvers to learn better learned clauses, since they shorten the
assignment trail at several intervals during the solver’s run (Liang et al., 2018). On
the theoretical front, recent work by Bonet et al. (2014) showed that CDCL SAT
solvers with no restart (but with non-deterministic variable and value selection) are
strictly more powerful than regular resolution. Nevertheless, the question of why
restarts are so important for efficiency of CDCL SAT solvers remains open, both
from the theoretical and empirical perspectives.

5

While we do not discuss clause deletion policies at length, they do deserve mention since they are
an important heuristic in the context of CDCL SAT solvers. The key purpose of deletion policies is
removal of derived or learned clauses that have outlived their utility vis-a-vis proof search. As is
probably already clear to the reader, predicting the utility of derived clauses is a very difficult
problem in general.
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1.3 Proof Complexity of SAT Solvers
1.3.1 Equivalence between CDCL and Resolution
In this subsection, we survey known results regarding the “SAT solver as a proof
system” model. Specifically, we discuss the seminal simulation result by Pipatsrisawat and Darwiche (2011) and independently by Atserias et al. (2011), who showed
that CDCL SAT solvers (with non-deterministic branching, restarts, and asserting
learning scheme) are polynomially equivalent to the general resolution (Res) proof
system. The history of these simulation results go back to the paper by Beame
et al. (2004), who first showed that CDCL SAT solvers (under the assumption
that a solver can branch on a variable which is already assigned a truth value) are
polynomially equivalent to general resolution.
While theorists had long anticipated a polynomial equivalence between CDCL
SAT solvers and the general resolution proof system, it was not formally established
until 2011 (Pipatsrisawat and Darwiche, 2011; Atserias et al., 2011). In their seminal
work, Pipatsrisawat and Darwiche, as well as Atserias et al. realized that CDCL
solvers simulate Res not necessarily by producing the Res-proofs exactly, but rather
by “absorbing” the clauses of Res-proofs. One should think of the absorbed clauses
as being “learned implicitly” — absorbed clauses may not necessarily appear in a
formula F or its proof. If we assign, however, all but one of the literals in the clause
to false then unit propagation in CDCL will set the final literal to true. That is, even
if the absorbed clause C is not in F, the unit propagation sub-routine behaves “as
though” the absorbed clause is actually in F. The dual of the notion of absorbed
clauses is the concept of 1-empowering clauses6 . Informally, 1-empowering clauses
are ones that have not been “learned implicitly”, and may enable BCP to make
progress. We define these notions more precisely below, followed by a sketch of the
main idea behind the simulation proof.
Definition 1.2 (Asserting Clause) Recall that an assignment trail is a sequence
of pairs σ = {(`1 , d1 ), (`2 , d2 ), . . ., (`t , dt )} where each literal `i is a literal from the
formula and each di ∈ {d, p}, indicating that the literal was set by the solver by
a decision or by a unit propagation, respectively. The decision level of a literal `i
in the branching sequence is the number of decision literals occurring in σ up to
and including `i . The state of a CDCL solver at a given point during its run can
be defined as (F, Γ, σ), where F is the input CNF formula, Γ is a set of learned
clauses, and σ is the assignment trail at the given point during the solver’s run.
Given an assignment trail σ and a clause C we say that C is asserting if it contains
exactly one literal occurring at the highest decision level in σ. A clause learning
scheme is asserting if all conflict clauses produced by the scheme are asserting with
respect to the assignment trail at the time of conflict.
6

The idea of 1-empowering clauses was first introduced by Pipatsrisawat and Darwiche (2011), while
its dual notion of absorbed clauses was introduced by Atserias et al. (2011)
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Definition 1.3 (Extended Branching Sequence) An extended branching sequence
is an ordered sequence B = {β1 , β2 , . . . , βt } where each βi is either a branching
literal, or a symbol R, denoting a restart. If A is a CDCL solver, we use an extended
branching sequence to dictate the operation of the solver A on F: whenever the
solver calls the branching scheme, we consume the next βi from the sequence. If
it is a literal, then we branch on that literal appropriately, otherwise restart as
dictated by the extended branching sequence. If the branching sequence is empty,
then simply proceed using the heuristics defined by the algorithm.
Definition 1.4 (Unit Consistency) We say CNF formula F is unit-inconsistent
if and only if there is a proof of the unsatisfiability of F using only unit resolution
(alternatively, via BCP). A formula that is not unit-inconsistent is said to be unitconsistent (sometimes also written as 1-consistent).
Definition 1.5 (1-Empowering Clauses) Let F be a set of clauses and let A be a
CDCL solver. Let C = (α ⇒ `) be a clause, where α is a conjunction of literals. We
say that C is empowering with respect to F at ` if the following holds: (1) F |= C,
(2) F ∧ α is unit consistent, and (3) an execution of A on F that falsifies all literals
in α does not derive ` via unit propagation (aka, BCP). The literal ` is said to be
empowering. If item (1) is satisfied but one of (2) or (3) is false then we say that
the solver A and F absorbs C at `; if A and F absorbs C at every literal then the
clause is simply absorbed.
Definition 1.6 (General and Tree-like Resolution Proofs) A general resolution
proof can be defined as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), whose nodes are clauses
which are either input or derived, and there is an edge from nodes A and B to C
if C is derived from A, B via the resolution proof rule. Let (α ∨ x) and (¬x ∨ β)
denote two clauses, where α, β are disjunction of literals. Then, the resolution proof
rule derives (α ∨ β), and is usually written as:
(α ∨ x) (¬x ∨ β) ` (α ∨ β)
We assume α, β do not contain opposing literals. A tree-like resolution proof is a
restricted form of general resolution proof where the proofs may not share subproofs, i.e., they are tree-like.
In order for a clause C to be learned by a CDCL solver, it must be 1-empowering
at some literal ` at the point in time it is learned by the solver during its run. To see
this, consider a trace of a CDCL solver, stopped right after it has learned a clause C.
Since we have learned C it is easy to see that it must be the case that F |= C. Let
σ be the branching sequence leading to the conflict in which we learned C, and let
` be the last decision literal assigned in σ before the solver hit a conflict (if CDCL
uses an asserting clause learning scheme, such a literal must exist). We can write
C ≡ (α ⇒ ¬`), and clearly α ⊆ σ. Thus, at the point in the branching sequence σ
before we assign ` it must be that F ∧ α is unit consistent, since we have assigned
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another literal after assigning each of the literals in α. Finally, F ∧ α 6`1 ` since ¬`
was chosen as a decision literal after we set the literals in α. (By α `1 β we mean
that the literal β is derived from the set of clauses α using only BCP.)
Definition 1.7 (1-provable Clauses) Given a CNF formula F, clause C is 1provable with respect to F iff F ∧ ¬C `1 f alse. Put differently, we say a clause C
is 1-provable with respect to a CNF F, if C is derivable from F only using BCP.
Theorem 1.8

CDCL is polynomially equivalent to general resolution (Res).

Proof Sketch: The high level idea of the simulation is as follows: We need to show
that for a Res proof of unsatisfiability of an input formula F, the CDCL solver
(with non-deterministic extended branching sequence and asserting clause learning
scheme) can simulate that proof with only polynomial overhead in the proof size
(in terms of number of clauses). The crucial insight here is that for formulas F for
which BCP alone cannot establish unsatisfiability, there exist empowering clauses
implied by F that, when added to it (i.e., to the solver’s database of learned clauses),
cause BCP to correctly determine that the input formula is UNSAT. Further, for a
general resolution proof π of a 1-consistent formula F, there exists a clause C in π
that is both 1-empowering and 1-provable with respect to the formula (at the point
in the proof π that C is derived). Finally, such a clause can be absorbed by a CDCL
solver in time O(n4 ), where n is the number of variables in the input formula. This
process is repeated until there are no more clauses that need to be absorbed, and
thus we have that CDCL polynomially simulates general resolution. (The reverse
direction is trivial.)
Discussion: The value of the above theorem is three-fold: first, as discussed below,
we can easily lift lower bounds from the proof complexity literature for Res to
CDCL SAT solvers, thus addressing the question of why solvers fail. Further, the
polynomial equivalence between CDCL and Res helps explain the power of clause
learning, since clause learning in CDCL corresponds to applications of the general
resolution rule. In other words, proof complexity enables an improved understanding
of certain heuristics in SAT solvers. Finally, proof complexity theory is a storehouse
of knowledge on proof systems that can be leveraged to build solvers with varying
degrees of strength aimed at different kinds of applications such as cryptography
or verification.

1.3.2 Lower and Upper Bounds for Res and CDCL SAT Solvers
Considerable work has been done on the proof complexity of Res. Unfortunately, we
cannot possibly do justice to this subject in this chapter. We do, however, sketch a
few results that are relevant in the context of CDCL SAT solvers. The first superpolynomial lower bound for resolution was proved by Haken (1985). To be more
precise, Haken proved that the family of formulas that encodes the Propositional
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Pigeonhole Principle(PHP) requires resolution proofs of size at least cn , for some
c > 1. Another source of hardness for Res comes from randomly-generated formulas (Atserias et al., 2002). Also, Urquhart showed that CNF formulas whose graphs
are expanders are hard for Res, and hence for CDCL (Urquhart, 1987).
There is a vast literature on the complexity of proof systems that we have not
covered here (Krajı́ček, 2019). For example, there are many powerful proof systems
such as extended resolution with no known lower bounds, that have been studied
extensively by theorists (Tseitin, 1983). While there are systems that are stronger
than Res, their implementations to-date as solvers seem to be useful only in narrow
contexts, unlike CDCL SAT solvers that is widely applicable. This suggests that
strength of the proof system alone may not lead to powerful solvers. One also has
to look into proof search, which we turn to in the next section.

1.4 Proof Search, Automatizability, and CDCL SAT Solvers
Proof complexity gives us powerful tools that enable us to prove lower bounds for
SAT solvers (and thus characterize families of formulas where solvers fail spectacularly). It does not, however, quite address the question of proof search. The proof
search question for a proof system is: given an unsatisfiable formula F , does there
exist an algorithm that finds proofs in the given proof system with only polynomial
overhead? In particular, if the formula F has a short proof, then the question asks
whether a solver can find a proof in polynomial-time.
This idea of efficient proof search was first formalized by Bonet et al. (2000) via
the notion of automatizability of proof systems. (Although, there is previous work
on proof search by Iwama (1997) where it was shown that the problem of finding
the shortest Res proof is NP-hard.) Recall that the polynomial simulation result in
Section 1.3 shows that if there is a short proof π for some formula ϕ, then there
exists a run of a non-deterministic CDCL solver (i.e., a CDCL SAT solver with
non-deterministic variable/value selection and restarts) that can produce a proof of
size O(n4 ) ∗ |π|. The proof of the theorem relies on the fact that the CDCL solver
under consideration has non-deterministic power, yet real-life solvers do not have
the same luxury. So, it is natural to ask the following question: “for the class of
formulas that do have short proofs, does there exist a solver that always finds such
proofs in time polynomial in the size of the input formula?”.
In their seminal paper, Bonet et al. (2000) defined the notion of the automatizability of proof systems. A proof system P is said to be automatizable if there
exists a polynomially bounded deterministic algorithm A that takes as input an
unsatisfiable formula ϕ, and outputs a P-proof of ϕ of size at most polynomially
larger (in the size of ϕ) than the shortest P-proof of ϕ. There have been several attempts to tackle the automatizability problem for resolution and tree-like resolution.
For example, Ben-Sasson and Wigderson (2001) showed that tree-like resolution is
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automatizable in quasi-polynomial time. A more recent breakthrough result by Atserias and Müller (2019) says that Res is not automatizable in quasi-polynomial
time, unless NP is included in SUBEXP.
Automatizability and CDCL SAT Solvers: The value of studying the (parametric) automatizability question is that it may eventually shed light on the key
question of upper bounds (i.e., why are solvers efficient for certain classes of industrial instances), just as proof complexity of the Res system has helped us better
understand lower bounds for CDCL solvers. Automatizability gets to the heart of
the proof search question, precisely the task that solvers have been designed for.
While we are far from any conclusive answers, we do have promising leads. For
example, based on the quasi-automatizability result for tree-like resolution (equivalently, DPLL solvers), we know that if an unsatisfiable formula has a polynomialsized tree-like proof, DPLL solvers can solve it in quasi-polynomial time. One could
ask whether something similar is also (parameterically) true for general resolution
and equivalently for CDCL solvers. This naturally leads us to a parameteric study
of formulas and their proofs.

1.5 Parameteric Understanding of Boolean Formulas
So far we have addressed the issue of how best to model SAT solvers as proof
systems, discussed lower bounds vis-a-vis proof size obtained via an equivalence
between solvers and proof systems, and lower bounds for automatizability of Res.
While these give us insight into classes of instances over which SAT solvers perform
poorly, they do not quite address the central question of solver research, namely,
why CDCL SAT solvers are so efficient for instances obtained from real-world applications. In order to better understand this question we need to turn our attention
to parameterization of Boolean formulas and their proofs.
There is widespread consensus among SAT researchers that solvers somehow
leverage the structure present in real-world CNF formulas (or in their proofs), and
that a characterization of this structure can be used to establish a parameteric
proof-complexity theoretic and proof search upper bounds. As a consequence, considerable effort has been expended in studying the structure of real-world formulas.
We already know that parameterizations such as 2-SAT or Horn clauses that are
known to be easy for Res, do not really capture classes of real-world instances over
which solvers perform well.
In fact, the challenge for this line of research is to come up with parameters that
make sense both in practice (i.e., characterize the structure of real-world instances)
and theory (i.e., are amenable to theoretical analysis). While researchers have proposed several parameters, none so far seems to be up to the task of addressing this
challenge. The parameters that are easy to work with in theory (e.g., backdoors),
do not seem to characterize real-world instances. The ones that do seem to charac-
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terize real-world instances (e.g., community structure or modularity), are difficult
to work with from a theoretical point of view. Even so, there are many lessons one
can learn from the parameters studied so far that may eventually help prove the
kind of parameteric upper bounds on proof complexity and proof search that we
seek.
Clause Variable Ratio: Perhaps one of the first and certainly most widely studied
parameter is the Clause/Variable Ratio (CVR) or Clause Density, given its intuitive
appeal. The CVR of a k-CNF formula is defined as the ratio of the total number
of clauses to the number of variables in the formula. The earliest experiments in
regards to CVR were performed by Cheeseman et al. (1991) who showed that for
randomly-generated fixed-width CNF formulas the probability of satisfiability of
such instances undergoes a phase-transition around a fixed CVR, which depends
only on clause-width (the phase-transition for randomly-generated 3-CNF formulas
is 4.26). Formulas below the phase transition are more likely to be satisfiable (the
asymptotic probability approaches 1 as the CVR goes below 3.52 (Kaporis et al.,
2006)), and those above are more likely to unsatisfiable (the asymptotic probability
approaches 1 as the CVR goes above 4.4898 (Dı́az et al., 2009)). Further, it was
observed that formulas below and above the phase transition are easy to solve, while
those around the phase transition are hard (the so-called “easy-hard-easy pattern”)
(Mitchell et al., 1992).
These results caused a stir when first reported, for it seemed like there was a very
simple explanation for the worst-case complexity-theoretic hardness of the Boolean
satisfiability problem. It was soon, however, observed that there are many issues
with these results. First, it is known that phase transitions exists also for SAT
problems that are known to be easy, such as 2-SAT, cf. (Chvátal and Reed, 1992).
Second, when one takes a deeper look at the empirical “easy-hard-easy” pattern
of difficulty of solving instances around the phase transition, by keeping the CVR
constant and scaling the size of instances, the observed pattern is more like “easyharder-less hard” (Coarfa et al., 2003), with the transition from “easy” to “harder”
occurring well in the satisfiable region. This empirical finding was later confirmed
in (Achlioptas and Coja-Oghlan, 2008), who demonstrated a “shattering” of the
solution space around CVR of 3.8.
Treewidth: The treewidth of a graph measures how close a given graph is to being
a tree (Bodlaender, 1994). A tree has treewidth 1. A cycle is the simplest graph
that is not a tree, but it can be “squashed” into a path of treewidth 2. A family of
graphs is of bounded treewidth if there some some k > 0 such that all graphs in the
family has treewidth at most k. It turns out that many graph problems that are
NP-hard on general graphs can be solved in polynomial time on bounded-treewidth
families of graphs (Freuder, 1990). This idea can also be applied to SAT. Given a
CNF forumla φ, we can construct a bipartite graph Gφ whose nodes are the clauses
and the variables of φ, and there is an edge between a clause c and a variable v
when v occurs in c. The treewidth of φ is then the treewidth of Gφ . It follows that
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that SAT can be solved in polynomial time for a bounded-treewidth families of
formulas.
If industrial formulas had bounded treewidth, that would perhaps explain the
success of CDCL solvers on such formulas. For example, formulas generated by
bounded model checkers are obtained by unrolling a circuit (Clarke et al., 2001),
which yields formulas that have bounded treewidth (in fact, even bounded pathwidth) (Ferrara et al., 2005). It is not clear, however, that this explanation is satisfactory. Polynomial-time algorithms for graph families of treewidth at most k,
typically have worst-case time complexity of the form nO(k) (Kolaitis and Vardi,
2000). Thus, such polynomial-time algorithm are feasible in practice only for very
small k’s, which does not seem to be the case, for example, in bounded model
checking.
Backdoors and Backbones: The notion of backdoors for Boolean formulas was
first introduced by Williams et al. (2003). The intuition behind this notion is quite
elegant, namely, that for every Boolean formula there is a (small) subset of its variables, which when assigned appropriate values, renders the said formula easy to
solve. It was further conjectured that industrial instances must have small backdoors. Williams et al. introduced two kinds of backdoors, namely weak backdoors
and strong backdoors. A weak backdoor B of a satisfiable formula ϕ is a subset
of variables of ϕ, where there exists a mapping δ : B 7→ {0, 1}, such that the restricted formula ϕ[δ] can be solved in polynomial time by some sub-solver S (e.g.,
BCP). By contrast, a strong backdoor B of a formula ϕ is a subset of variables
from ϕ, such that for a mapping δ : B 7→ {0, 1} from variables in B to truth
values, the restricted formula ϕ[δ] can be solved by a polynomial time sub-solver.
While weak backdoors are defined only for satisfiable instances, strong backdoors
are well-defined for both satisfiable and unsatisfiable ones. The backbone of a satisfiable Boolean formula ϕ can be defined as a subset B of variables such that they
take the same values in all satisfying assignments and the set B is maximal. Kilby
et al. (2005) theoretically proved that backbones are hard to even approximate assuming P 6= N P . Unfortunately, both backdoors (and backbones) do not seem to
explain why industrial instances are easy. Often industrial instances seem to have
large backdoors (Zulkoski et al., 2018b). Further, the hypothesized correlation between the size of backdoors and solver runtime (i.e., smaller the backdoor, easier
the problem) seems weak at best for industrial instances (Zulkoski et al., 2018b).
It seems like CDCL SAT solvers are not able to automatically identify and exploit
small backdoors or backbones.
Modularity and Community Structure: Another structure that has been extensively studied is the community structure of the variable-incidence graph or VIG
of CNF formulas (formula variables correspond to nodes in the VIG, and there is an
edge between two nodes if the corresponding variables appear in the same clause).
Informally, community structure of a graph defines how “separable” the clusters
of a graph are. An ideal clustering for a VIG would be where every cluster corre-
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sponds to a set of clauses that are easy to solve independently and the clusters are
“weakly connected” to other clusters. The concept of dividing graphs into natural
communities was developed by Clauset et al. (2004). On a high level, we say a graph
G has good community structure, that is, there is an optimal decomposition of G
(we call each sub-graph/component a community/module) such that there are far
more intra-community edges than there are inter-community ones. Clauset et al.
defined the notion of modularity of a graph, denoted Q, more specifically, a graph
with high Q value is more “separable” (in the sense that the communities have
few inter-community edges relative to the number of communities) comparing to a
graph with low Q value (which is closer to a randomly-generated graph).
In their seminal paper, Ansótegui et al. (2012) established that industrial instances have good community structure. Newsham et al. (2014) showed a strong
correlation between community structure and solver performance. Specifically, they
showed that formulas with good community structure (high Q) correlate with lower
solver run time relative to formulas with low Q. Subsequent work has taken advantage of these results in coming up with better solver heuristics. Nevertheless, the
promise of community structure as a basis for a theoretical understanding of why
solvers perform well has not yet been realized.
Merge Resolution and Mergeability: Aside from the parameters we have discussed so far, “merge” is another interesting parameter that researchers have studied from both theoretical (Andrews, 1968) and practical (Zulkoski et al., 2018a)
points of view. We motivate the study of merge parameter by recalling the resolution rule given above. Let A denote the antecedent clause (α ∨ x), B denote the
antecedent clause (¬x ∨ β), and C denote the derived clause or consequent (α ∨ β).
For a clause A, let | A | denote the number of literals in it (the length of the clause).
It is easy to see that the length | C | of the consequent C is equal to |A| + |B| − l − 2,
where l =| A ∩ B | is the number of literals overlapping in A and B. Put differently,
the length of derived clauses in the Res proof system decreases as the number of literals overlapping in the antecedents increase. This number l of overlapping literals
in the antecedent of a resolution proof rule application is called merge.
We can further make the following observations about the relationship between
merge and the completeness of the Res proof system: first observe that derived
clauses in a resolution proof decrease in length proportional to the increase in
merge (i.e., the overlap between antecedent clauses). Additionally, in order for a
Res proof of unsatisfiability to terminate, the length of derived clauses have to
start “shrinking” (i.e., the derived clause is strictly smaller than at least one of its
antecedent) at some point in the proof, eventually ending in the empty clause. It
turns out that repeated application of the resolution rule over clauses with large
merge is a powerful way to obtain short clauses, eventually enabling the resolution
proof system to obtain complete proofs.
In fact, the power of merge was first observed by Andrews (1968), who defined
merge resolution as a refinement of the Res proof system. The merge resolution
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proof system, which is sound and complete for propositional logic, is designed to
bias applications of the resolution proof rule over clauses that have high degree of
merge, and thus obtain shorter derived clauses faster relative to a proof system
that is not biased in this way. Intuitively, this is a powerful greedy heuristic since
maximizing merge likely implies that the resolution width of a proof (Ben-Sasson
and Wigderson, 2001) also goes down during proof search. Nevertheless, a formal
link between merge and resolution width remains to be established.
On the empirical front, Zulkoski et al. (2018a) studied the link between merge
and efficiency of CDCL SAT solvers on randomly-generated and industrial formulas.
They defined a new notion called mergeability as follows: let m(A, B) be the number
of overlapping literals in some resolvable pair of clauses A and B, and define M to
P
be
m(A, B) for all resolvable pairs of A and B. Additionally let l be the number
of clauses in the input formula φ. Then the mergeability of φ is defined as M
l2 . The
empirical hypothesis they posed in their work was: “as the mergeability increases for
a formula φ (while most of its other key features remains unmodified), the formula
becomes easier to solve”.
In their paper, Zulkoski et al. (2018a) report that indeed this is the case. They
present a random industrial-like instance generator that takes as input a formula
and then increases the mergeability of the formula while maintaining other key
properties of the formula such as the distribution of variable occurrences, property
of the underlying community structures etc. It turns out, under their notion of
mergeability, the runtime of CDCL SAT solvers negatively correlates with mergeability over randomly-generated unsatisfiable instances. Another observation they
make is that the CDCL solvers they used in their experiments produce shorter and
shorter width clauses on average as the mergeability of the input formula increases.
These experiments strongly suggest that merge might be a key parameter that can
help explain the power of CDCL solvers on industrial instances.
The jury is still out on how to prove a meaningful upper bound result that is
relevant in practice and illuminating from a theoretical point of view. It is clear that
we need parameterization. It is not, however, clear which of the above-mentioned
parameters will do the trick. Our conjecture is that the upper bound is likely to
be exponential in both the parameter(s) and the size of the input (n, number of
variables). Nevertheless, it is possible that the parameters we consider and the size
n may interact in such a way that for relatively small values of n, the upper bound
may behave like a polynomial, and for large values of n, the upper bound may
behave more like an exponential.

1.6 Proof Complexity, Machine Learning, and Solver Design
For most of this chapter we have focused on a proof-theoretic model of CDCL SAT
solvers and questions of lower/upper bounds of proof size and search. As we close,
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it behooves us to reflect on how these theoretical investigations may help us with
practical solver design. If one were to investigate the source code of a typical CDCL
SAT solver, without the aid of proof complexity, it is likely they will see a difficultto-understand jumble of heuristics. Fortunately, a proof complexity-theoretic view
can help appropriately abstract solver design.
While SAT solvers are decision procedures, internally they are an interacting set
of complex optimization heuristics whose aim is to minimize solver runtime. Many
solver heuristics correspond to proof rules (e.g., BCP corresponds to repeated application of the unit-resolution rule, while clause learning correspond to the general
resolution rule), while others such as branching heuristics correspond to sequencing or selection of proof rules, and restarts correspond to initialization of proof
search. This view suggests a solver-design principle: solvers are best designed by
understanding what kind of proof system best fits the application at hand, and
developing optimization procedures to sequence, select, and initialize proof rules.
These optimization procedures can be implemented using a rich set of known online and adaptive machine-learning methods. This empirical principle was properly
articulated in a series of papers by Liang et al. (2016, 2018) that in turn led to the
design and development of MapleSAT, one of the fastest solvers in recent years.

1.7 Conclusions and Future Directions
The question of why CDCL SAT solvers are efficient for industrial instances, while at
the same time perform poorly on certain families of crafted and randomly-generated
instances, is one of the central questions in SAT-solver research (Vardi, 2014). We
discussed how proof and parameterized complexity provide the appropriate lens
through which we can hope to answer this question. The strongest result to-date
states that CDCL solvers (with nondeterministic branching and restarts) are as
powerful as the Res proof systems. This simulation answers, to some extent, the
question of why solvers fail on certain classes of instances by lifting known lower
bounds for Res to the CDCL setting. Proof complexity also formalizes the question
of proof search via the notion of automatizability, which can be a powerful lens
through which to understand paramterized upper bounds on CDCL proof search.
We also discussed the search for parameters that may be relevant both in practice and theory. The most promising among them are the merge and community
structure parameters. Having said that, much progress needs to be made for we
still do not know the right parameterization(s) for industrial instances. Finally,
we discussed how solvers can be viewed as a collection of interacting heuristics,
some of which implement appropriate proof rules, while others perform the task of
proof rule sequencing, selection, and initialization, many of which can be profitably
implemented via online and adaptive machine-learning techniques.
While much progress has been made, the central questions remain unanswered.
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We hope that this chapter suitably captures the progress made thus far, and frames
the appropriate ideas that may lead to breakthrough results in the near future.
Perhaps the most important unanswered question is that of appropriate parameterization(s) of industrial instances. Despite more than two decades of efforts by a
number of leading practitioners and theorists, we still do not have good candidate
parameters with which to upper bound the proof size and proof search for industrial instances. Another open problem that has resisted all attempts at solving is
the question of the power of restarts (i.e., why are restarts so important in practice,
and do they give solvers proof-theoretic power?). Finally, there are mysteries such
as power of local branching (a la, the VSIDS heuristic) and first-UIP clause learning schemes. These heuristics seem indispensable and yet no one can convincingly
explain why.
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